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INTRODUCTION
Quite frequently when analyzing time series, gaps are encountered in the data. For example,
time records of three-day averages of the brightness temperatures of the earth's surface made by
• o.
a microwaii I radiometer onboard an eart -monitoring satellite contain a number of missing data
I/
arrays (Wilheit 1972; Zwally and Gloersen 1977; Rayner and Howarth 1979). In the analysis of
tides, observations occur randomly in time (Zetler 1965). In astronomy and oceanography, factors
such as weather and the availability of measuring instruments dictate when observations can be
made. Even with portions of a data record missing, there may be a random element in the spacing
of the points. Unfortunately, standard formulas for calculating power spectrums (in order to
detect periodicities in the data) are based upon the measurements or observations being equally
spaced.
The problem of estimating the power spectrum for unequally spaced data has been studied by
various authors. A number of articles and papers dealing with the subject have appeared in the
literature within the last ten years.
Meisel (1978, 1979) discusses the problem of unequal spacing and describes procedures which
interpolate in the time domain. He also describes a general procedure for processing segmented
data sets and for obtaining the Fourier transform of a time series with arbitrary spacing. His pro-
cedure is most efficient for data where large gaps occur between the data sets and the data sets
are made up of equal or nearly equal intervals (within 20%) of time. An excellent set of references
on the subject of unequally spaced data can be found in both of his articles.
Deeming (1975) studied the Discrete Fourier Transform of a function defined for arbitrary
data spacing and also discussed properties of spectral windows for various kinds of data spacing.
Vanicek (1969, 1971) combined least squares fitting procedures and Fourier analysis in
order to remove undesired influences on the spectrum, such as biases, linear trends, etc. His method
can also be used to uncover periodicities from unequally spaced time series. Other references
which discuss the least squares aspect of the problem are Barning (1963), Taylor and Hamilton
(1972), Lomb (1976), Ferraz-Mello (1977), and Wells and Vanicek (1978).
Ferraz-Mello (1980) defines a "Date Compensated Discrete Fourier Transform" for estimating
the power spectrum. His estimate is obtained by orthonormalizing the three basis functions —
cos cot, sin cot, and 1, using a Gram-Schmidt procedure. Since the set of basis functions is com-
plete, harmonic filtering of the time series is made possible.
The present analysis treats the problem of missing data from the autocorrelation function
(or lagged products) point of view. It is assumed that there are gaps in the data. However, data
points which are separated by gaps are assumed to be nearly equally spaced (to within approxi-
mately 20% of an equal sampling interval).
Two algorithms are developed for calculating the power spectrum from the autocorrelation
function when there are missing data points. Both procedures use an average sampling interval
in order to compute the lagged products where the sampling interval has been calculated over sets
of data points separated by gaps. The intervals between all adjacent data points are then calcu-
lated to the nearest multiple of this average spacing. Two counters are set up. One counter sums
the number of lags of a given size, the other the corresponding cross product terms.
One procedure, the Correlation Function Power Spectrum, takes the Fourier transform of
the lagged products function directly to obtain the spectrum, and is equivalent to the Fourier
Transform Power Spectrum method when there are only missing data points (no random or arbi-
trary spacing of points). The other procedure, the Modified Blackman-Tukey Power Spectrum,
takes the Fourier transform of the mean lagged products (obtained from the ratio of the two
counters mentioned above) to calculate the power spectrum.
Both algorithms are compared with the Fourier Transform Power Spectrum method (Deeming
1975) and two least squares procedures (one by Vanicek 1971 and the other by Ferraz-Mello 1980).
Examples are given showing recovery of frequency components by all the techniques from
simulated periodic data where portions of data are missing and where random noise has been added
to both the time points and to the values of the time series. In addition, the methods are compared
using real data. All procedures performed Oually well in detecting periodicities in the data.
a
Power Spectrum From the Autocorrelation Functions
Let the time series be given by the pairs of points (t^ x{) for i = 1,2,. . .N.
The discrete Fourier transform XN(co) of x; is defined by (Deeming 1975 and Appendix B)
N
where
cos cjtt sin a;^
cos cjt2 sin cjt2
cos u>tN sin cjtN
and
X =
The normalized Fourier Transform Power Spectrum SF(CJ) is then (Appendix C)
c , v 2xT(f><6TxSF(OJ)= — -p£ -h
 NxTx . (2)
and the Least Squares Power Spectrum is (Vanicek 1971 and Appendix C)
S ( c o ) =
x x
In the case of equal spacing the expressions in (2) and (3) are equivalent since
(0T0) = (N/2) I
The real symmetric matrix 00T can be written as
^
T
 = 1+ C + CT
where I is the (N X N) identity matrix and
with I the 2 X 2
identity matrix
0 cos(cjAt12) cos(cjAt13) ...





with Aty = tj- t.
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and define y_k and At_k by :
y-k = xjxi = yk
At.k = Atji (10)
cos(coAtk) = cos(coAt_k)
Then the expression in (8) can be written as the discrete Fourier transform of the set of cross
f\product terms yv Ik
 y2
 JL .
SF(co) = —Y- V yfce-J^'k
* N x x x 4"tK~ "Jv
7 K
= CTT— y ykcos(wAtk) (11)Nx'x ^ K K
k=-K
where K = N(N+1)/2.
Let At be an average spacing calculated over data points which are separated by gaps and let
Ark be an approximation to Atk obtained by rounding Atk to the nearest multiple of At.
Ark = -A +0.5 At (12)
and [x] is the largest interger contained in x.












{ 1 for ATV = kAt/ .,.. „ . (15)0 for AT, =£ kAt
and M. the maximum lag in the data is ;
If there are only gaps in the data and the points are separated by multiples of the average
spacing, At, then (13) will be the same as the Fourier Transform Power Spectrum in (2). Further-
more, if the maximum lag M is replaced by m where m is 70% to 80% of M, the resulting spectrum
will be about the same as (13).
It should be noted that for equally spaced data, using the Blackman-Tukey procedure (Black-
man 1958) mean lagged products Rr are first calculated
0=0,1,... ,m)
Then the spectrum is given by
( m-i \R0+ 2 2Rrcos(^p).+ Rmcos(7rk)) (18)
r=l /
We can modify this standard procedure of Blackman and Tukey by defining two counters
n,_ and s,_1C K
 K




where ^(Arp has been previously defined in (15) above and y^ in (9)
Then, mean lagged products c^ will be given by
<icHr (20)nk
and we will have a modified Blackman-Tukey spectrum SMBT(CJ)
m ' i \
-. V"»' ' /I A N r T \ f-l 1 \
, , 2 > cucos(ko>At) xx (21)
x
[
 x \ *~t k N
k=0
Comparing (17) and (21) we see that the counters nk and sk ensure that when the time differ-
ences across all time points are calculated (multiples of the average time difference or spacing), the
cross products are summed with their proper lag number k. No interpolation is done and only
known data points are used. Also, no zeros are substituted for missing data points. Thus, for a lag ny
of k, instead of N-k points in the sample there will be something less. If not too many points are
missing, the ck terms will not be greatly affected. For a value of m equal to about 60% of the maxi-
mum lag M, the results obtained by using (21) will be about the same as (13). It should be noted
that in computing SMBT(CO) some negative amplitudes will occur which is due to the fact that we
are dividing by a number less than or equal to N-k (instead of N) and we are not using all the lagged
product terms.
Frequency Aliasing
If a period function, cos(27rft), is sampled at equally spaced intervals of time, At, the following
. values of the function are obtained
X; = cos(27rfiAt) (22)
(i=...-2,-l,0,l,2,. ..)
A sampling interval of At seconds gives rise to a maximum resolvable (cutoff) frequency of
fc = (l/2At) Hz. The function Xj can be written as
'
 Xi = cos{27r[(2kfc-f)iAt]} (23)
(k=l,2, . . .)
( i=. . . -1 ,0 ,1 . . . )
From (23) it can be seen that for |2kfc - f| < fc> the frequencies |2kfc - f| and f are indis-
tinguishable and are called aliases of each other.
EXAMPLES
In order to demonstrate the algorithms developed in (13) and (21), data points x-l were gen-
erated using the following function
x, = sin(2nf! t) + cos(27rf21) + sin(2irf31:) (22)
+ cos(27rf4 tj) + sin(2jrfs tj)
where ft = 0.37 Hz, f2 = 0.14 Hz, f3 = 0.42 Hz, f4 = 0.65 Hz, and fs = 1.09 Hz.
First 101 points were calculated at equal intervals of 1 second with t- = i — 1 (i=l,2,. . .101).
With this choice of sampling interval aliasing can be expected. This was done in order to assess the
effects of the sample interval upon recovery of the frequency components.
The power spectrum was then calculated by the Correlation Function method in (13) with M
(the maximum lag in the data) replaced by m = 0.6M, the Modified Blackman-Tukey procedure in
(21) with M replaced by m = 0.5M, the Fourier Transfer method (Deeming 1975) in (2), and the
Least Squares procedure (Vanicek 1971) in (3). The results can be seen in Figures 1 through 4.
Note that the frequencies 0.09 Hz and 0.65 Hz which show up in the spectrums are aliases of 1.09
Hz and 0.65 Hz. These particular frequencies, since they are greater than the Nyquist or cutoff
frequency (fc = 0.5 Hz), beat with twice the cutoff frequency. Thus, (fs-2fc) and (2fc-f4) show up
in the spectrum.
Next, approximately 30% of the data points were deleted. The spectrum for each method was
calculated and can be seen in Figures 5 through 8. Note that the frequency components have been
recovered (except for aliasing).
Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 demonstrate recovery of frequency components when random noise
from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.10 has been added to the
time points tj. The function in (22) was calculated for these pseudo-random time points and the
spectrum obtained using all four methods. 'It should be noted that with a standard deviation of
0.1 (and a sampling interval of J second), approximately 95% of the noise will be less than or equal
to 0.2 or two sigmas. This is in agreement with Meizel (1978) who concluded that as long as data
spacing was wi thin 20% of equal intervals ordinary sine [(sin x)/x] interpolation is satisfactory.
Finally, Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 show recovery when there are both missing data (the same
points being deleted as in Figures 5 through 8) and random noise (the same noise as in Figures 9
through 12).
In Appendix D there are additional examples using the same time series but with a sampling
interval of 0.72 seconds, noise having a standard deviation of 0.2 seconds on the time points and
amplitude noise with a standard deviation of 20% of the value of the function. Also the method of
Ferraz-Mello (1980) is compared with the above methods. All of the procedures produced com-
parable results and the frequencies in the data were recovered equally well.
As a further example to demonstrate both the Correlation Function Power Spectrum method
in (13) and the Modified Blackman-Tukey spectrum in (21) and compare them with other spectrum
calculations, we have used real data.
A covariance matrix was built up from 170 three-day average brightness temperature maps
(Wilheit 1972; Zwally and Gloersen 1977;Rayner and Howarth 1979) of the earth's surface where
the temperatures were obtained from an Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) on-
board an orbiting NIMBUS 5 satellite. The raw data was averaged in both time and space. The
time period extended from September 1973 through May 1975 and the spatial data consisted
of an area in the South Polar region approximately 3780 kilometers by 4380 kilometers. Land
masses were masked out. Thus the observations are essentially the brightness temperatures of
the water and sea ice. Out of a total of 201 possible three-day average maps covering the time
period, there were 31 missing data arrays. An eigenvalue/eigenvector analysis of the covariance
matrix was made and the principal components calculated. The first ten principal components
accounted for more than 91% of the total variance in the data. These principal components (vary-
ing in time across the 170 time'points) were then normalized. The second principal component
time series is plotted in Figure 17. Figures 18 through 25 are normalized power spectrums which
have been calculated by various methods and which show the same periodicities in the data. The
first peak at a frequency of about 0.0028 cycles/day corresponds with a period of about 360 days.
The second peak of about 0.006 cycles/day corresponds with a period of about 167 days while
the third peak at 0.0083 cycles/day corresponds with a period of about 120 days. These particu-
lar periods can be related to the time variation of the spatial mean latitude of the outer ice boun-
dary (360 days), the warm season (167 days) and the spring summer removal of ice (120 days)
reported by Rayner and Howarth (1979). Figure 18 is the power spectrum computed by least
squares using (3). Figure 19 is the power spectrum computed by the Fourier Transform method
using (2). Figure 20 is the spectrum computed by the method of Ferraz-Mello (1980). Figure 21
has been calculated using (13) and is exactly the same as the Fourier Transform spectrum as there
are only gaps in the data. Figure 22 has been calculated using instead of M, a value of m equal to
80% of M and using (13). Figures 23 and 24 are for values of m equal to 70% and 60% of M respec-
tively. Finally, Figure 25 has been calculated by the Modified Blackman-Tukey Power Spectrum
algorithm in (21) with the lag number m equal to 60% of M.
Analysis of Figures 18 through 25 show that all of the methods perform about the same. They
differ only in the amount of calculation ne.cessary to obtain the spectrum. Using the Correlation
Method in (13) where the lagged products are summed to about 70% of the maximum lag M and the
Modified Blackman-Tukey procedure in (21) with an m equal to about 60% of the maximum lag M
involves less computation and computer time than the other procedures.
SUMMARY
Two algorithms have been developed for calculating power spectrums from the autocorrela-
tion function for time series with missing data points. Both methods use an average sampling
interval to compute the lagged products. One procedure, the Correlation Function Power Spec-
trum, calculates the Fourier transform of the lagged products directly to obtain the spectrum. This
method is equivalent to the Discrete Fourier Transform spectrum (Deeming 1975) when there are
10
only missing data points (that is, the time series is equally spaced except for gaps) and all lagged
products are included in the computation. The other procedure, the Modified Blackman-Tukey
Spectrum, calculates the Fourier transform of the mean lagged products in order to obtain the
spectrum. Satisfactory results can be obtained by summing lagged product terms up to approxi-
mately 50% to 80% of the maximum lag in the data.
The algorithms have been compared with the Discrete Fourier Transform method (Deemin ;
1975) and two least squares procedures (Vanicek 1971 and Ferraz-Mello 1980) using both simu-'
lated and real data. In the case of the simulated data, there are portions of the time series missing
and random noise with a Gaussian distribution has been added to both the time points and to values
of the function. All of the methods performed satisfactorily and frequency components in the data
were recovered equally well.
Recovery of frequency components in the presence of noise having a standard deviation of
10% of the sampling interval (Gaussian noise with 95% less than 20% or 2 standard deviations)
supports Meisel (1978) that as along as the data spacing is within 20% of equal intervals, ordinary
sine [(sinx)/x] interpolation is satisfactory.
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A real-valued function x(t) is periodic with period T if for all t
x(t + T) = x(t) A.1
The Fourier transform X(f) of x(t) is defined as
X(f) x(t)e-J2rrft dt A.2
if the integral exists for all f, where f is frequency and t is time.
If x(t) is periodic and limited over some interval TQ, then x(t) can be represented by its Fourier
Series
x(t)= > ane ° , A.3
n=_oo
where fQ = 1 /T0 and
i -j2ffn f_tx(t)e ° dt A.4
-T0/2
It should be noted that in taking the Fourier transform of a periodic function x(t), the Fourier
coefficients an which are obtained, are the same as the Fourier transform evaluated at n/TQ.
Another useful relationship is the correlation integral given by
oo
z(t)= x(T)h(t+T)dr A. 5
"_oo
It can be shown (Brigham 1974) that the Fourier transform Z(f) is given by
Z(f) = H(0 -X*(f) A.6
where X*(f) is the complex conjugate of X(f).
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The discrete analogue of A. 5 and A.6 is that if
N-l
z(k)= Y"1 x(i) -h(k + i) A.7
i=0
is the correlation function for x(i) and h(i), then the Fourier transform Z(n) of z(k) is given by
Z(n) = X*(n) -H(n) A. 8
where the discrete Fourier transform X(n) of x(k) is defined as
N-l
X(n)= Y"" x(k)e^2^nk/N A.9
k=0
(n = 0, 1 . . . . . N - 1 )
If x(t) and h(t) are the same function in A.5, we have the autocorrelation function of x(t)
z(t)= x(T)x'(t + T)dT A. 10
•'
or if x(i) is the same as h(i) in A.7, the discrete autocorrelation function of x(i) is
N-l
z(k)= / x(i)x(i + k) A. 11
i=0
Then, using A.6 and A.8, the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function Z(f) is given by
Z(f) = X*(f) • X(f) = j X(f)|2 A.12
in the continuous case and by
Z(n) = X*(n) -X(n) = | X(n)|2 A.13
in the discrete case.
Equations A.12 and A.13 represent the contribution of the frequency f (or n) to the total power
in the waveform.
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The total power in the time domain is equivalent to the total power in the frequency domain
by Parsevalls equation which is given by
00
 /»°°




2(k) = (l/N) Y"1 X2(n) A.15
in the continuous case and by
L—.k=0 n=0
in the discrete case.
The relationship in A.I 2 (or equivalently A. 13) is an important one in that it provides us with
another tool for obtaining the power spectrum of a time series. Note that the power spectrum
can also be obtained by taking the square of the magnitude of X(f) in A.2 or of X(n) in A.9.
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APPENDIX B
Definition of Impulse Function and Properties
The impulse function 5(t) is a distribution which assigns to a test function x(t) the value of
x(0)
I 5(t)x(t)dt = x(0) B.I
_00
The function 5(t - t0) is defined as
00
5(t-t0)x(t)dt = x(t0) B.2J.
f.
From the above we obtain the following
6( t )d t=l B.3
\
The product of a S(t) function by an ordinary function y(t) is defined by
00
[5(t)y(t)]x(t)dt= I 5(t)[y(t)x(t)] dt B.4





5(t0)x(t) = 5(t0)x(t0) B.5
Derivation of Discrete Fourier Transform for an arbitrary spacing
Let x (t) be the function to be sampled and define the sampling function s(t) as a series of im-
pulse functions to be applied at the times tk
^ 'The symbol 5(t) for the impulse function is not to be confused with the symbol5 used in the text. The 5 there
is the Kronecker delta function.
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Then the sampled function is
N •'
s( t )= y 6 ( t - tk) B.6
k = l
N . .
x(t) = x(t) Y] «(t-tk) B.7
k=l
The discrete Fourier transform of x(t) is then
oo
XN(f)= I x(t)e-J27rft dt
* —ao
oo N
= x(t) Y"1 5(t-tk)e-J2 7 r f tdt
*^ r** * __ -t
Interchanging the integral and summation in B.8 and using B.2 and B.5
N
k=l '-








LEAST SQUARES POWER SPECTRUM
The standard, least squares problem of determining a best fit of the data to an assumed mathe-
matical model is equivalent to a minimum norm problem in Hilbert space. The latter approach is
taken by Vanicek (1969, 1971) and We Us and Vanicek (1978) in their treatment of the least squares
power spectrum.
In this appendix we will develop the optimum least squares estimate of the power spectrum
from both viewpoints. A geometric interpretation of the problem can be seen in Figure 1.
Subspace M
spanned by 0
/ / I 7
Hilbert space H
Let x be any (measurement) vector in a Hibert space H where x is given by
yT — /•.. Y „ \ /I I
and where Xj is the value of the time series at the time tj.
Let M be a closed subspace spanned by the (Nxl) vectors 0j and 02
( coscoti sincjtj vcoscotj sincjtj | C.2
cosojtN sincjtN /
Then, the projection theorem assures us that there is a unique N vector p = 06 such that^ l)
Hx-p||<||x-p||forallpeM C.3
where the norm ||x|| is defined in terms of the inner product of x with itself
l|x||2=xTx . . C.4
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The necessary and sufficient condition that p .exists is that (x-p) be orthogonal to M, or, in
particular 0. That is, the inner product off x-p) and 0 must be equal to zero.
0T(x^c) = 0 C.5
Equation (C.5) is the vector representation of the usual normal equations. Note that since 0t
and 02 span the space M, they are linearly independent, and therefore, the Gram matrix 0T0 is non-
singular. Hence, we can solve for c uniquely.
c = (0T0)"10Tx C.6
*>
Then, in the least squares sense, the best approximating vector to x (which is contained in M)
is the projection of x onto the subspace M. See Figure 1. Therefore,
p = 0c C.I
This particular vector gives the minimum norm ||x-p|| or the distance from x to the subspace M.
An optimum normalized least squares spectrum SL(CJ) can now be defined [Wells and Vanicek
(1978)] as
llx-p||2
A "nice" feature of this particular choice for the spectrum is that it has a minimum of zero
when the vector x is orthogonal to M (or when the projection of x onto M, p, is equal to zero), and
a maximum when x is contained in M (that is, when the projection of x onto M is equal to x and
therefore (x-p) = 0).
Using the fact that
pT(x-p) = 0 - C.9





S.M = X yvV7 " " C.11
X X
In the usual least squares terminology we wish to fit data points (tj.xp to some assumed
mathematical model
p(t) = cos(cjt) a + sin(cjt)b C.I2
determining the least squares estimates a and b" for a and b such that
is minimized. This is equivalent to finding p to minimize ||x-p|| in C.3.
The standard procedure is to differentiate C. 13 with respect to both a and b, then set these
expressions equal to zero. Two equations in two unknowns result
N
 \ f^ \ ^cos2 ojtj J a + I / ^ (sincoti)(coscjti) I b = /] Xjcoscotj
\ / N \ N C-14
(coscjtjXsincjtj) I a+l /] sin2^ jb = /] Xjsinwtj
which are the normal equations or in matrix notation equation C.5.
The two elements of the vector c in C.6 are the estimates a" and S and we have
c^ = (a Til r 1 ^V \A)UJ \*,* I J
We therefore obtain, as above, the best estimate for p (or p) in M as equation C.7.
It is worthwhile at this point to compare the expression obtained for the least squares spec-
trum with the Discrete Fourier Transform spectrum, Sp(cj).
Recall that the Discrete Fourier Transform XN(CJ) of Xj (Appendix B) is given by
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N N
= >] XjCosCcjtj) - j
i=l




Then the amplitude or power spectrum will be given by
= x
T(0, +j02)(0T-J0T)x C.I 8
= XT00TX
where Xft(o;) is the complex conjugate of XN(CJ).
We can now write a normalized Fourier Transform Spectrum as
i .
where this latter expression is obtained by noting that in the case of equally spaced data we will
have
0T0 = (N/2)I C.20
where I is the 2 X 2 identity matrix.
In the case where the data is equally spaced the least squares estimate SL(co) in C. 1 1 will be
equivalent to C. 19, the Discrete Fourier Transform power spectrum.
Finally, it should be noted that if the spacing is not too irregular (within 20% of equal
sampling) the two spectrums will be about the same.
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- APPENDIX D: PROGRAM TTSTJFr-S A*T EXA^PT ES
MODIFIED BTACKMAN-TUKSY AND CORRET ATTON FUNCTION POWER SPECTPU?-* PROP PA V
























































MR IN DRIL'ER FOR POICOR
IMPLICIT RERL*8 (fl-HjQ-Z)
D I MEMS I ON X (500) » T (500)-? Phi (586)
DIMEhSIOh hT I Mi 586)
D I MEhS I Oh TM ( 568 ) » XM ( 566 J ? Rh ( 566 )
DIMEhSIOh DEL (509)
SETTIhG UP SIMULflTED DflTfl (T(I) jXm ) » 1 = 1? NT I-JHERE
Til) COhTfllhS RRNDOM hOISE Rh(I)j ZERO MERh RND STfihDfiRD
DEUIRTIOh OF 6. 16 FROM ft GflUSSIfih D I SIR I BUT I OH
NT = 139






BO 1 I = l»hT
TCI) = 0,72B0*(I-1)
Rh ( I J =. EftRh 1 ( - 1 j 6 ? 1 2787 > 6 « 8B6 j 6 , 1 8B6 )
T(I) = T(I) + Rhm
X ( I ) = BS I h ( RRG 1 ®T i: I ) J • •• BCOS ( RRG2*T C I ) ) + US I h ( RRG3«T ( I ) j +
1BCOS i:RRG4-«T ( I ) ) +BSIh (RRG5'*T ( I ) )
STBE'..' = 0. 16B8*X(i:i
RM 1(1) = BRRh 1 ( - 1 5 8 j 1 3787 » 8 . 6B6 » STBE',' )
RBBIhG GROSS I Rh hOISE WITH ZERO MEfih RhB SIGMR EQURL TO £0J; OF
THE RMPLITUBE OF THE FUhCTIOh.
X(I) = X(I) + Rhl(I)
1 COMTIhUE
BO 2 I = l»hT
2 NTIM(I) = 1
PUTTIhG 'HOLES' .Ih THE BRTR
BO 4 I = 1-.8
NTIM(I+10) = 8
hTIM(I+40) = 8
NT I M( I +78) = 8
4 hT I M( I +96) = 0
L = 6
BO 3 I = IjhT
IF(NTIM(I).EQ. 1) L = L + 1
IF (hTIM ( I j . EQ, 1 ) TM (L) = T ( I )
3 IF(hTIMd).EQ.l) XM(L) = X(I)
HT = L
CRLL POI-jrnp f 8 , 8B6 ? NT ? 6 . 68B6 ? 8 . 888 1 B8 ? 1 86 j XM ' TM 1
STOP
EMB
SUBROUT I hE POICOR ( SI-J t hT » FRLRG , FST j hl-J j F , T )
SM IS ft SWITCH PRRRMETER. IF SW = 8 MODIFIED BLRCKMRh-TUKEV
SPECTRUM IS CRLCULFiTEB. IF SI-J = 1» THE CORRELftTIOh FUhCTIOh
POI-JER SPECTRUM IS CftLCULfiTED .
' NT IS THE TOTRL NUMBER OF POINTS
T(I) RRE THE TIME POINTS RhB F(I) RRE THE UftLUES OF THE TIME
AERIES i'I = 1' - - . -hT'i .
M IS THE MRXIMUM LRG USED FOR COMPUTftT ! Oh PURPOSES RhB IS
EQURL TO R FRRCTION FRLRG OF THE MftXIMUM LRG IN THE BftTfi MRXLRG-



























































FREQUENCY FST RND THE CUTOFF. FREQUENCY i.'"Cc*DELM
IMPLICIT .RERUNS (RH-bO-Z)
,-jT p r = T r : T C .
 P1 T •-: MM'-.-T r.-j JM ! Pf, ThDEX UC;FT FljR COMP! ITRT J f:HR!_ PURPOSES.
Jj 1 MENS 1 Oh h i. by0 J j T (b88 J ? C (586 )
DIMENSION SMI (566)> SM2 (568) > TM (588).- FM (566)
OBTRINING RUERRGE TIME INTERURL DELT
CfiLL DELTRT C T, NT ? 4 id. 6D8> DELT)
WRITE (4.999) DELT
FORMRTdX?' DELT = '» F16.9)
MM1 = M - 1
PI -- 3.141592653598D8 -
SETTING COUNTER EQURL TO ZERO.




NM1 = NT - 1
REFERENCING TIME POINTS TO THE ORIGIN
TMd) = 8.6D8
DO 4 I = l.«NMl
DELH = T(I+l)-T(i:i
TM(I+1) = TM(I) + DELH
DO 5 I = In NT
T m - = TM(I) •
ROUNDING TIME POINTS TO THE NERREST MULTIPLE OF RUERRGE TIME
DIFFERENCE DELT OBTRINEB FROM DELTRT SUBROUTINE
DO 6 I = IjNT
MTM = TM (I) .--BELT + 0.5L8
TMd) = MTM
ELIMINRTING BUPLICRTE TIME POINTS.
L = 0
DO 71= IjNMl
IF (Tf-1 (I) . EQ. TM (I+1)) GO TO 7







NM1 = NT - 1
MM1 = M-l
CRLCULRTING THE MRXIMUM LRG 'MRXLRG'
USE M = FRLRG:«MRXLRGj LRGS OF R GIUEN
SUMS OF LRGGED PRODUCTS.
MRXLRG = T(NT) - Td) + 1.6D6
M = FRLRG:«MRXLRG
DO 16 I = 1? NT
DO 9 J = I, NT
ILRG = T(J) - T(I) + 1.8B0
SM1(ILRG) = SM1(ILRG) + 1.6D8
SM2(ILRG) = SM2(ILRG) + FM(I)«FM(J)
CONTINUE '
CRLCULRTING LRGGED PRODUCTS OR MERN LRGGED PRODUCTS FROM
COUNTERS SMI (I) flND SM2(I) RRBO','E.
THE NUMBER OF LRGS TO
SIZE RND CORFESPONDING
IF i SI-J. EQ. 1. 6D8 3 GO TO 12
DO 11 I = I'M



























































































DO 13 I = IjM
C(IJ = SM2in
FNORM = 8.6D8
DO 15 I = 1? NT
FMORM = FHORM +. FM (!
FEND = 1.0D0/f.£.0D0*DELT3
DELF = (FEND - FSTJ/DFLOflTCNM
FREQ. = FST
DO 19 I = l.< NN
SUMR = 8.8D8
DO 16 J = It M
FJ = J - 1
RRG = £.8D0*Pr*FREQ*FJ*DELT
SUMR = SUMR + CUJ^DCOSffiRG)
IF (SW.EQ. 1.8D0J GO TO 17
SF'COR = £80.0D8*(2..0D0*SUMR - FNORIVDFLQfiT C NT n /FNORM
GO TO 18
SFCOR = £80.0D8*i:£.0D0*SUMP-FNORM)xi:DFLOFlT(NT}*FNORM)
WRITE (45 £81 FREQj SPCOR




REfiL FUhCT I ON ERRN 1 *8 ( I » I KEY j I FRN ? RMEfiN 1 3D 5
IMPLICIT REflL»8(fl-H»0-2f$)
SD _____ THE DESIRED STRNDRPD DE'J
RMEfiN. ..THE DESIRED MEflN,
H...THE POP SIZE.
DRTfi -I HERE-- 1 £787,-
DRTfi'vH.--36.8D8..-'




IFRN = I HERE
GO TO 8









DO 58 I = 1?K
CfiLL RfiNDU ( I X , I Y » Y )
IX = IY
R = fi + Y
HO = H/12.0D0
H£ = H.--£.0D0
U = i.S:«i:fi-H£3:i.--DSQRTi:HO:i + fiM
RETURN ~"
END
SUEROUT I NE RfiNDU ( I X t I Y , YFL J




IY = IY + £147483647+1
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YFL = IY . .
YFL = YFL*. 46566130-9
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DELTfiT CT,N, KLOOP > TOL? DELTJ
IMPLICIT RERU*3 CR-H?G-Z)
D I MEMS I ON T C 560 J ? DEL i 500 ) ? DELM ( 566 J
TCI) = TIME POINTS FROM I = 1? N
KLOOP = R PRRRMETER DEFINING THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE
SUBROUTINE GOES THROUGH R LOOP TO THROW OUT TIME DIFFERENCES
GRERTER THRM TOL*'SB
SD = STRNDRRD DEUIRTION OF THE TIME DIFFERENCES
DELPs = RUERRGE TIME DIFFERENCE CRLCULRTED FROM SUBROUTINE
XM H RUERRGE TIME DIFFERENCE. DELT TRKES THIS
URL'JE UPON EXIT FROM THE SUBROUTINE.
NM1 = N - 1
KL = 1
DO 1 I = IjNMl
BEL (I) = TCI+1) - TCI)
SUMl =6
3UM2 = 6
DO 2 I = 1,NM1
SUMl = SUMl + DEL (I)
3UM2 = SUM2 + DELCi:is*2
XM = SUMlxOFLORTCNMl)
HRG = CSUM2.-'DFLORTi:NMl)) - XM**2
IFi'.RRG.LE.6.8D8) 3D = 6
IFiSD.EQ.8.8D8) GO TO 999
3D = DSQRTCRRG)
IFCSD.LE.XM) GO TO 999
L = 8 .
DO 3 1 = 1 ? NM1
IFiDELiD.LE.TOL^SD) L = L + 1
I F C DEL C I ) . LE . TOL*SD ) DELM CD = DEL C I )
IFCKL .GT. KLOOP) GO TO 999
KL = KL + 1
NM1 = L
DO 41= IsNMl







COMPUTRTIOH OF THE HOD IF! ED BLRCKMRN-TUKEY POICR SPECTRUM i.SW = 63
FROM THE POWCOR PROGRRM. NOISE ON TIME POINTS FiND THE FUNCTION


































































































































































































COMPUTRTION 0F THE CORRELRTION FUNCTION POICR SPECTRUM (SI-J = 1)
FROM THE FOICOR PROGRRM. NOISE ON TIME POINTS RND THE FUNCTION
PLUS HOLES IN THE DRTR, 70S OF THE MRXIMUM LRG USED FOR M.
BELT = 8.7











































































































































































































J-EAST SQUARES POWEP SPECTRUM
U M E Q U A T T Y SPACED CATA POINTS
PROGRAM FOP























































POWER SPECTRUM BY LERST 8QURRES METHOD '(URN I COO
NT = NUMBER OF TIME POINTS
T(I) = TIME POINTS. ,. I = is NT
Xm = UfiLUES OF TIME' SERIES RT POINTS T (!),,, I = 1.- NT
FST = STRRTING URLUE OF FREQUENCY
FEND = ENDING URLUE OF FREQUENCY
FNW = NW = TOTRL NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS IN SPECTRUM
DELF = FREQUENCY INCREMENT
FREQ = CRLCULRTEIi FREQUENCY
SPLSQ = CRLCULRTED LERST SQURRES POWER SPECTRUM




DO 2 1 = 1 ? NT
RERD (3? 3) Tin? X C I J
FORMRTt£F16.9:i
XNORM = 8
DO 4 I = IP NT
XNORM = XNORM + Xm**2
RERD (3p5) FST 5 FEND? FNW
FORMRTC3D15,8)
DELF = (FEND - FST) xFNI-J
FREQ = FST
NW = FNW
WR I TE ( 4 P 6 ) FST p FEND p FNW ? DELF > XNORM
FORMRT(5D15.8:i
DO 9 1 = 1 ? NW









SI = SI + CC'**2
S£ = S2 •»• CC^ SS
S3 = S3 + SS*«£
34 = 34 + CC'«X C J J
S5 = S5 + SS*Xi.JJ
BET = 51*S3 - S2®*2
R = (S3*S4 - S£*S5:ixDET
B = i'-52»-S4 + S1*'S5).""DET
SPLSQ = 166.8D6wiS4-«R + SS^ B) .--XNORM
!'4RITE (4p8) FREQp SPLSQ
FORMRT(2F28.8)




OUTPUT ^ROM THE LEhST SQUfiRES FONER SFECTPUM FROGRhf-i




































































































































































































INPUT FOR LEFiST SQUFiRES POWER SPECTRUM lUfiNICEKJ RND DISCRETE FOURIER
TRflHSFCRM POWER SPECTRUM WHERE THE SPflCING IS 1 SECOND EXCEPT FOR









































































































-H . PiMftHX i^KK
6.37£76283£
£.868£56345































-6 . 859£34879 •
8.441133865
-1.696918746
£ . 668686 1 78
58495856D 88 6. 181868861!
46 <*-w.':^  ?AC,^ .,.i)F
 rtX)K Q:7Ar.riv
DISC RETS FCU5IEP TRANSFO^V rC'.vER SFECTPU1V!















































POICR SPECTRUM BY DISCRETE FOURIER TRfiHSFORM METHOD
NT = NUMBER OF TIME POINTS
TCI) "= TIME POINTS... I = i> NT
Xm = ','FlLUES OF TIME SERIES FiT POINTS Tm..,I = 1, NT
FST = STRRTING URUJE OF FREQUENCY
FEND = ENDING UfiLUE OF FREQUENCY
FNU = NN = TOTRL NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS IN SPECTRUM
DELF = FREQUENCY INCREMENT
FREQ = CRLCULRTED FREQUENCY
SFFOUP = CRLCULRTED POWER SPECTRUM





DO 2 I = 1 j NT
PERD (3* 3) T'( I ) t X(I)
FORMRTi2F16.9:i
XNORM = 6
DO 4 I = I? NT
XNORM = XHORM + Xm**2
RERD i:3.' 53 FST.. FEND.. FNIJ
FORMfiTOBlS.8)
DELF = (FEND - FST)/FNM
FREQ = FST
NN = FNI-J
NRITE C4J6J FST > FEND , FNI-J > DELF , XNORM
FORMRTi5D15.3:i
DO 9 I = I? NI-J
31 = 0
S2 = 8 • -l




81 = 8 1 - 1 - CCWXU)
82 = 82 + SS:«XU)
"SPFOUR = 288. 8D8* ( S 1*^ 2 + S2**£:i.""!:FNT«XNORM'i
NRITE 14,8:1 FREQ, SPFOUR
FORMRTi2F2Hi.S:i













































































































































































































COMPARISON PPOI'A"* FC ? TCCKTNCr
^~s - r "0 r T ^  T ~r DT ICK P.'A M - ^ D ~T c T T Q M
~












































CONPRRISON PROGRRM FOR LOOKIhG RT URRIOUS POWER SPECTRUM
COMPUTRT I ONRL METHODS
IMPLICIT RERL*8 (R-HjO-ZJ
D I MEMS I ON T ( £88 ) j X ( SQQ ) > TM i £98 J ? KM ( £yy )
DOUBLE PREC I S I ON M I £96 J * S ( £'6G J
PI = 3, 14159267D9
RERD IM TOTRL NUMBER OF POINTS NT phli TIME SERIES (T ( I J jX ( I J i
RERD (3) 13 NT
FORMHTU10)
FNT = NT
DO £ I = i? NT
RERD C3»3:i T f l J ? K(IJ
FORMRTi£Fi6.9J
RERD IN RUERRGE SPRCING BETICEM DRTR POINTS DELT« STRRTING
FREQUENCY FST» ENDING FREQUENCY FEND? TOTfiL NUMBER OF FREQUENCY
POINTS FHIJj FRRCTIONS OF THE MRXIMUN LRG NUMBER IN THE BRTR
(MRXLRGJ FRRCTlj FRRCTE.- FRRCT3? RND FRRCT4 FOR COMRRRISON OF
THE MODIFIED BLRCKMRN-TUKEY SPECTRUM RND CORRELRTION FUNCTION
SPECTRUM IJITH THE FOURIER? SPFOURj RND Ti-JO LERST SQURRES ESTi-
MRTES SMELLO iFERRRZ-MELLOJ RND SFLSQ OJRNICEKJ .
RERD i3j4i DELTjFSTjFEND»FMI-J





NM1 = NT - i. ,
REFERENCING THE TIME POINTS TO THE ORIGIN.
TMC1J = Gi.QI'y
DO ^ I = i, MM1
DELR = T(I+1) -T(I)
TMCI+l) = TMCIJ + DELR
ROUNDING TIME POINTS TMilJ TO THE NERREST MULTIPLE OF THE
R'..'ERRGE TIME INTER'.iRL DELT
DO 71 = l.NT
MTM = (TMilixDELTJ + 9.5D6
T M C I J = MTM
OBTRINING THE NORM OF THE MEASUREMENT ".JECTOR X C I J
XNORM = 0.8BU
DO S 1 = 1? NT
XNORM = XNORM + X(i:i*«£
DO 9 I = 1 j £06
Mil} = 0.0D6
Sh-i} = y.ODO
CRLCULRTING SUMS OF LRGGED PRODUCTS SiD
MRXLRG = TMiNT} - TMilJ + l.ODO
Du 11 I = 1? NT
DO 10 J = I? NT •
ILRG = TMiJ} - TMil} -i- 1 , 8D0
ruILRGJ = NiILbG! -*• i.eDO
Si ILRG} = 3tILRG3 + XtD^Xf-JJ
CONTINUE . . - . . . :
50
.TC 1£ I -- 1.- MRXLPG
TF fN f I') ., FQ.l~1 fipf?1 GO TO 1£
N f T J




HO 5:9 IFRFQ = 1, N|J
SI = 0
S£ = 0







DO £1 J = 1j NT
£1 XMEFN = XMEPN + Xi'Jj
Tin 13 .1 = I-NT"
F.J = J
'•:fc~i?? • PRG = £., PpQ*pT*FPEQ*Ti'J)
"
r
:738 SI = S! -*• Cf:**?
••C7'-'P S£ = Sc + CC*SS
S5 = S5 * SS^XfJ
97 = S7" + SS
13 SS = S8 + Xf.i'i
PPiMc' = DFI CPTrNJl
PIMP = SI - (
K-CS-Jf FRCT! =
;''f=P PPM? = S3 - fS7**?xp0M£) - FPCT1
•:-C9&e PI = DSQPTfl ,i?P0.--P1Mc')
.':lT?lf ' Pc1 = DSORTfl . PTOx'PgM?)
?.f;.9G!? FPCTS' = Sr' - f
,;i/.9dp. FPCTl =
?F'rife FPCT = C1**?
;C'r7fi C FEPPRZ-MFl LO SPFCTPUM ESTIMRTF SMFLl.O
<-£& Q SMFLLO =
1*991? PET = S1*S3 - S£*
P = i:s
'"rl&cG C '.iRMCEK'S LFPST SOUPPE ESTIMRTF SPLSC
PI:iCRETF FOIIPIFP TRRHSFOPM POUEP SPECTRUM ESTJMpTF SPFOUR
SFFOUR = £00.0r0!«f (S4*»i£ + S3:«*c.':i.--'i'FNT'«XrjOPM'i 1
SIJM1 = 0.0P0
:PUM£ = 0.0 D0
C;| !fr '^
 = p) ^  £lTlpl




































HLPG£ = FRPCTfMRXL PC
MLRG4 = FRRCT4«MRXLRG
DO IS I = 1? HLRG4
FI = I - 1 .
RRG = £.0D0«P!*FREO*F!«DELT
IF(I.GT.NLRGi:i GO TO 15
sum = SUMI + mi:i*DCOsiRRG:i
IFi-I,GT,NLRG£:i GO TO 16
suM£ = SUM2 + sm«DCOscRRG)
IFCI.GT.NLRG3:i GO TO 17
SUMS = SUMS + SC i:i«DCOSiRRG:i
SUM4 = SI IM4 -^ S( I'i*:DCOS(RRG;i
CONTINUE ''i
MODIFIED BLRCKMRN-TUKEY SPECTr'JM HITH LfiGS = rRRCT 1 *MRXLfiQ
SPCOR1 = £00.0D6«i'£.8D6«SUMl - XNORM--FNT'> xXNGRM
CORRELRTION METHOD SPECTRUM HITH LRGS = FRRCT£*MRXLRG
SPCOR£ = £88.8D6l*r£.8D6sSUM£ - XNORM'JX (FNT^ XNuRM'.!
CORRELRTION METHOD SPECTRUM HITH LRGS = FRRCT3*MRXLRG
SPOORS = £88. 8D6*(£. 6D8*:SUMS - XNORM) ••" (FNT:*XNORMJ
CORRELRTION METHOD SPECTRUM HITH LRGS = FRfiCT4*Mfi:;:LRG
SPCOR4 = £88. 8D8S(£'. ODU'^ SL^ 'H - XNORMJ.--''(FNT'^XNORMJ
HRITE (At 19') FREQ? SPOOR 1 ? SPCOR2? SPOORS? SPCOR4> 3MELLO? SPFOUR?
.SPLSQ
FORMRTi:F7.4!.SF9.4:i
FREQ = FREQ + DELF
STOP
END •
COMPRRISOH OF HORMflLIZED POICR SPECTRUMS ('••: POICR) FOR THE MODIFIED BLRCK-
MRN-TUKEY METHOD? THE CORRELRTIOH FUMCTIOH METHOD;. FOURIER TRPNSFOPM PHD
LERST SQURRES TECHHIGUES
NOTE! THE SIMULRTED DRTR ' IS' R TIME SERIES SRMPLED PT EQURL INTER'JPLS OF TIME
(0.7£ SECONDS RPRRT) CHJER fl TIME SPRN OF 188 SECONDS. THE SERIES CRN BE
. REPRESENTED BY THE FOLLOWING EXPRESSION.
Xm = SINffiRGl*!) + COSifiRG£«i:i + SINtRRG3*i:i * COS C RRG4-* I J + SIN(PRG5*IJ




RRG5 = £.6«P I«1.89
RND WHERE I RRNGES FROM 6 TO 99.36 SECONDS.
THE FIRST COLUMN IS FREQUENCY IN HERTZ
PI = 3. 14159267
THE SECOND COLUMN IS THE RELRTIUE POICR IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY THE
MODIFIED BLRCKMRN-TUKEY POICR SPECTRUM METHOD USING MERN LRGGED PRODUCTS
RND SUMMING UP TO 50:-: OF THE MRXIMUM LRG IN THE DRTR. THE FOURIER
TRRNSFORM OF THIS MODIFIED PUTOCORRELRTIOH FUNCTION IS THEN THE POiCR
SPECTRUM.
THE THIRD COLUMN IS RELRTIUE POICP IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY ROUNDING THE
TIME DIFFERENCES TO THE NEPREST MULTIPLE OF RN RUERRGE TIME INTER" .'RL RND
USING LRGGED OR CROSSED PRODUCTS UP TO 66'-: OF THE MRXIMUM LRG IN THE
DRTfl. THEN THE FOURIER TPRNSFORM OF THIS FUNCTION IS CRLCULRTED.
. -- 52
THE FOURTH COLUMN IS RELRTIUE POWER IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY ROUNDING THE
TIME DIFFERENCES TO THE NERPEST MULTIPLE OF RN RUERfiGE TIME INTERURL fiNI'
Ms ING LRGGED OR CROSSED PRODUCTS ! ip TO ~8'-; OF THE MRXIMUM LRG IN THE
DfiTfi. THEN THE FOURIER'TRRNSFORM OF THIS FUNCTION IS CRLGULRTED.
THE FIFTH COLUMN IS RELfiTI'-'E POWER IN PERCENT;. COMPUTED BY ROUNDING THE
TIME DIFFERENCES TO THE NERREST MULTIPLE OF RN RUERRGE TIME INTER','RL RND
USING LRGGED OP CROSSED PRODUCTS UP TO 186'; OF THE MRXIMUM LRG IN THE
DfiTfi. THEN THE FOURIER TRRNSFORM OF THIS FUNCTION IS CRLCULRTED.
THE SIXTH COLUMN IS RELfiTIUE POICR IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY THE METHOD
OF S. FERPRZ-MELLO CRLLED R 'DRTE COMPENSRTE DISCRETE FOURIER TRRNSFORM'
WHICH NILL BE PUBLISHED SOON,
THE SEUENTH COLUMN IS THE RELRTIUE POWER IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY THE FOURIER
TRRNSFORM METHOD WITH THE OBSERUED TIME POINTS.
THE EIGHTH COLUMN IS THE RELfiTIUE POWER IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY RN OPTIMUM
LERST SQURRES PROCEDURE (THE URNICEK METHOD WITHOUT 'CONSTITUENTS'? THRT IS?
RUERfiGES? LINEfiR TRENDS.? ETC. :i .
0.0050-

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 , 6 1 ££
8 . 6662





























































































































































































• 0 , 0435
0.9199
0.0154








8 , 62 1 7
6 , 6629
8 , 6 1 43
0 . 8824
0 , 8 1 28
0 , 00£0
8,8113




















































Pi . 4 1 66
-6.5729


























































































y . *6 1 8
8.61 35
8 . 66 1 5
6.81 68
8 . 66 1 3
6.8217
































































8 . y6 1 8
t~i £', i '~-:c,
fi , PiM 1 S
8.81 68
6.861 3
8 . 82 1 7
6 . 861 1
8.6286






























P- . P*Pi 1 :-!
6.61 68































6 . 82 1 9
1 3 3 ; . I = lj NT i'JHERE
ZERO MERN RNB STRNDRRD
66616 C DflTfl GENERATOR FROGRRM
66628 IMPLICIT REflL:«8 (fl-HsO-Z)
68638 DIMENSI ON X (586') > T (588)
88646 HIMENSION'NTIM1568)?RN1(380 3
00658 . HIMENSION TM(506 J ? XM(500)?RN(500 i
88868 HIMENSION DEL(588 3
88878 C SETTING UP SIMULRTED DfiTfl (T(I3j
80880 C Til3 CONTRINS RfiNHOM NOISE RNdJj
00090 C BEUIflTION OF 8.26 FROM R GRUSSIRN DISTRIBUTION
86168 NT = 139
66116 PI = 3.14159267B8
88126 RRG1 = £.0B0*PI'*8.3730
86130 RRG2 = 2.8D6*PIS8.14D6
88148 RRG3 = 2.0B0«Pi:«8.42D8
68158 RRG4 = 2.8D8*FT*0.65D8
88168 RRG5 = 2.8B8*Pr«1.89B8
66178 DO 1 I = 1?NT
86188 T(IJ = 6.72D6*iI-i:i
88196 RN(13 = BRRN1(-1,6 ?12787,8.8D6»6.26D8 3
68288 Til 3 = T(13 + RN(I)
88216 X(I3 = DSINCRRG1«T(I33 + DCOS(RRG2«T(133
86226 1DCOS(RRG4«T(13 3 +DSIN(RRG5*T(133 .
68236 STDEU = 6.26B8*X(13






















C IN THE BRTfi
RN 1 C I ) = BfiRN 1C -1,8, 13737, 8~ 6B6, STBEU)
RDDIHG GRUSSIfiH NOISE NITH 'ZERO MEfiH RHD SIGMR EQUfiL TO £6^
THE RMPLITUDE OF THE FUHCTION .
XCI) - X C I J + RN1(I)
1 CONTINUE
DO 2 I = 1,NT
2 NTIMCI) = 1
PUTTING 'HOLES'
BO 834 I = 1,8
NTIMCI+10) = 8
NTIMC I+40) = 0
NTI MCI+70) = 0
834 NTIMC I+90) = 8
L = 0
DO 3 I = 1,NT
























































IMPLICIT REfiU«8 C R-H,0-Z,£)






4 IHERE = IFRN
5 IF (I) 6,7,7
6 CfiLL GRUSS CIHERE,SD,fiMEfiN,UfiL,H:i
I FRN = IHERE
GO TO 8
7 CfiLL RfiNDU CIHERE,IFRH,URL)
IHERE = IFRH
8 BfiRN1 = UfiL
RETURN
END




DO 50 I = 1,K
CfiLL RfiNDU(IX,IY,YJ
IX = IY
58 R = R + Y
HO = HX12.6D8
H2 = H.--2.6B6








5 IY = IY + 2147433647+1
56
80850 6 YFL = !Y




INPUT FOR COMPARISON RUN UHERE THERE

























































































































































































































8. :-'8688 288.8808 8.5000 8.6800 8.7688 1.8800 8.7208
58
COMPfiPISOH OF NORMfiLIZEB" FOICR SPECTPUM8 ('< POICR) FOR THE MODIFIED BLR'.K-•
MfiN-TUKEY METHOD? THE CCRRELRTION FUNCTION METHODj FOURIEP 'RR'fcrOKM HMD
LERST SQURRES TECHNIQUES
THE SIMULATED DRTR IS R TIME SERIES WERE THE TIME POINTS MERE ORIGIHfiLLY
SRMPLED RT EQURL INTERURLS OF TIME ( 8,72 SECONDS RPRRT ) OUER R TIME SPRH
OF 10Q SECONDS. HOLES ICRE THEN PUT IN THE DRTR i 3£ OUT OF R ""OTRL OF 139
POINTS MISSING OR REOUT £3* 3. RRNDOM NOISE MITH R GRUSSIRN DISTRIBUTION
HfiUIHG ZERO MERN RND R STRNDRRD DEUIRTIGN OF 8. £8 UNITS MERE PDDED TO THE
REMRINING TIME POINTS RND THE FUNCTION CRLCULRTED RT THESE PSEUDO RRNDOM
POINTS. FINRLLY? RRNDOM NOISE FROM R GRUSSIRN DISTRIBUTION MR','ING ZERO MERN
.RND STRNDRRD DEUIRTION EQURL TO £0'-; OF THE RMPLITUDE OF THE FUNCTION MRS
RDBED TO THE FUNCTIONRL URLUES. (RRNDOM NOISE ON BOTH RXES). THE FREQUENCIES
IN THE DRTR RRE 0.37 HZ? 8.14 HZ) 8.4£ HZ? 8.65 HZ? RND 1.09 HZ. MITH THIS
CHOICE OF FREQUENCIES RLIRSING IS EXPECTED RND CRN BE SEEN IN THE PRINTOUT
BELOM.
THE FIRST COLUMN IS FREQUENCY IN HERTZ.
THE SECOND COLUMN IS THE RELfiTIUE POMER IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY THE
MODIFIED BLRCKMRN-TUKEY POMER SPECTRUM METHOD USING MEfiN LfiGGEB PRODUCT*
RNB SUMMING UP TO 5@* OF THE MPXIMUM LRG IN THE BRTR. THE. FOURIER
TRRNSFORM OF THIS MODIFIED RUTOCORRELRTION FUNCTION IS THEN THE POICR
SPECTRUM.
THE THIRD COLUMN IS RELfiTIUE POICR IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY ROUNDING THE
TIME DIFFERENCES TO THE NERREST MULTIPLE'OF RN RUERRGE TIME INTERURL RND
USING LfiGGEB OR CROSSED PRODUCTS UP TO 68^ OF THE MfiXIMUM LRG IN THE
BRTR. THEN THE FOURIER TRRNSFORM OF THIS FUNCTION IS CRLCULRTEB.
THE FOURTH COLUMN is RELPTIUE POICR IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY POUNDING THE
TIME DIFFERENCES TO THE NERREST MULTIPLE OF RN RUERRGE TIME INTERURL RND
USING LfiGGED OR CROSSED PRODUCTS UP TO 78* OF THE MfiXIMUM LRG IN THE
DRTR. THEN THE FOURIER TRRNSFORM OF THIS FUNCTION IS CRLCULRTED.
THE FIFTH COLUMN IS RELfiTIUE POICR IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY ROUNDING THE
TIME DIFFERENCES TO THE NERREST MULTIPLE OF RN RUERRGE TIME INTERURL RND .
USING LRGGEB OR CROSSED PRODUCTS UP TO 188;-; OF THE MfiXIMUM LRG IN THE
DRTR. THEN THE FOURIER TRRNSFORM OF THIS FUNCTION IS CRLCULRTED.
THE SIXTH COLUMN IS RELfiTIUE POICR IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY THE METHOD
OF S. FERRfiZ-MELLO CfiLLED fl 'DfiTE COMPENSRTE DISCRETE FOURIER TPRNSFORM'
MHICH I.JILL BE PUBLISHED SOON.
THE SEUENTH COLUMN IS THE RELfiTIUE POMER IN PERCENT- COMPUTED BY THE FOURIER
TRRNSFORM METHOD MITH THE OBSERUED TIME POINTS,
THE EIGHTH COLUMN IS THE RELfiTIUE POICR IN PERCENT? COMPUTED BY RN OPTIMUM
LERST SQURRES PROCEDURE (THE URNICEK METHOD WITHOUT 'CONSTITUENTS'.. THRT IS?
fiUERRGES? LINEfiR TRENDS? ETC.J.
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— 8 . 8854
8. £466
-8.3122















































































































































































































































































































































































































































-fej . b i c-c
kT- 1 L" ""' '*" -I!!
-0. 3060






— 1 . 9:-'l~i9
-2. .8"






































K_1 _, VS _ r:
(.J _, '_. / -1'.2
-0 . 99 77
-2. 1231
-2,2561
-6 , 70 1 7
2,4721
6 , 3 1 63
9,3061




-bJ . t<to ?
0 . 3695 "
























































































































b.1 , Ui^ Vl.j:
6,5256-
1 . 2799



















































































































2 . 522 :•'
2, 1867
6 . 5288







































































































































;-• =:•-. 77;'••-••-. 14
I-5492
'"'
4< 1234
£.4741
£!. ylrt;t;
-63
